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Introduction
The exponential growth of the Internet has produced
a labyrinth of databases and services. Almost any
type of information is available somewhere, but most
users can’t find it, and even experts waste untold time
searching for appropriate information sources. Many
researchers argue that software agents will remedy the
situation by acting as personal assistants and automatically accessing multiple sources, integrating information, and acting on the user’s behalf.
Indeed, this vision is so widely accepted (at least
in the AI community) that I won’t dwell on it further. Instead, I’ll describe someof the software robots
we’ve built at the University of Washington, explain
whyI think planning is a crucial technology for their
control, summarize the lessons we’ve learned by their
construction, and suggest directions for future work in
the area. Note that this paper is not intended to he a
comprehensive survey of important softbot projects -.there are far too many interesting systems for me to
describe them all. I focus on University of Washington
projects, because I am most familiar with this body of
work and because the Washington softbots have emphasized planning-based control.
Motivation
Softbots (software robots) are like physical robots
several respects (Etzioni 1993a). Both have effectors,
but instead of motor-driven wheels and grippers, softbots affect the world with commands such as ftp,
telnet, and mail. Instead of sensors like sonar, softbots perception is based on Internet facilities such as
gopher and netf ind. Given the metaphor of "Internet
as an information super-highway," a softbot becomes
the competent chauffeur who knows every road and
quietly performs routine errands. If it is to embody
the ideal cyber-chauffeur, a softbot must satisfy several interrelated criteria (Etzioni &Weld 1994):
¯ Integrated: Users dislike being forced to remember
the details of particular databases or the wide and
growing variety of Internet services and utilities in
order to use them effectively. Instead, the softbot
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shouldprovide
an integrated
interface
to allsuch
services.
¯ Goaloriented.
A usershouldbe ableto statewhat
he or she wantsaccomplished.
Thesoftbotshould
determine how and ~nhen to achieve that goal, then
perform the actions without supervision.
¯ Expressive. If commongoals are impossible to
specify, then a goal-oriented softbot is of limited use.
Users should be able to request tasks such as "Get all
of Tate’s technical reports that aren’t already stored
locally." The softbot should handle this goal even
though the underlying services (e.g., ftp) does not
handle this combination of universal quantification
and negation.
¯ Cooperative:
Instead of issuing a passiveaggressive error messagein response to incorrect or
incomplete specifications, a softbot should collaborate with the user in order to build a reasonable
request.
¯ Customizable: Softbots should adapt both to the
environment and to their users. A combination of
experience and direct requests from the user should
guide this process.
While all five attributes are important, I focus on the
issues of integration, goal-orientation, and expressiveness in the remainder of this paper. The next section
argues that AI planning algorithms are an ideal means
for implementing these attributes.
Planning-Based
Control
Since a planner takes a high-level goal as input and outputs a sequence of actions that will achieve the goal,
planners are a natural way to construct a goal-oriented
interface. Because planners take a database of action
descriptions as another input, they also satisfy the objective of integration. By encoding each Internet information source as az~ action, the planner automatically
integrates the available databases and services, dynamically choosing the utilities which are appropriate for
the goal, backtracking and subgoaling as necessary.
A planner is only useful in an interface if it operates quickly enough to provide snappy performance.
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Figure 1: Partial family tree of planning algorithms
(for clarity, manyimportant planners are not shown).
Arrowsindicate significant intellectual ancestry; italics
denotes an action language (as opposed to a planning
system); boldface indicates development at the University of Washington. Black boxes surround planners
that are used to control software agents.

Much of our planning research (figure 1) has been
devoted to efficiency.
The TOCL and TOPI planners helped show the potential power of the partialorder plan representation
(Barrett & Weld 1994a).
SPA introduced a new approach to case-based planning (Hanks & Weld 1995). The FABIAN planner extends the least-commitment approach to the choice
of which action is used to support a subgoal (Friedman & Weld 1996). UCPARSEand UCREDUCE
illustrate two alternative approaches for exploiting hierarchical task network information in the planning process (Barrett & Weld 1994b). In the future, we expect
to adopt additional speedup learning and optimization techniques, e.g. (Minton 1990; Knoblock 1990;
Etzioni 1993c:. 1993b; Peo~ & Smith 1993; Smith &
Peot 1993; Kambhampati & Chen 1993; Joslin & Pollack 1994; Veloso 1994; Ihrig & Kambhampati 1994;
Schubert & Gerevini 1995; Joslin & Pollack 1995;
Smith & Peot 1996).
In order to create an es~pressive interface, the softbot planner must handle a comprehensive goal language. Furthermore, the planner’s action description language must be expressive in order to ade-

quately represent a wide range of Internet utilities and
services. The challenge of developing efficient planning algorithms
capableof handling
expressive
langnageshasdrivenmuchof ourplanning
research
(figure 1). The ucPoPplanner(Penberthy
& Weld1992;
Weld 1994)acceptsa largesubsetof the ADL actiondescription
language
(Pednault
1989).UCPOP acceptsuniversally
quantified
goalswithnestedquanriflers,
conjunction,
disjunction,
andnegation;
action
I
effects
maybe universally
quantified
andconditional.
From SOAR (Laird, Newell,& Rosenbloom
1987)via
PRODIGY(Mintonet al. 1989)we borrowedthe idea
of a metalevel
control
language
forspecifying
search
heuristics.
Several
of our projects
usedUCPOP as a baseplanner withwhichto exploreactionlanguages
of even
greater
expressiveness.
Safety
andtidiness
constraints
werediscussed
in (Weld& Etzioni1994).The ZENO
planner
usesprinciples
fromlogicprogramming
(Jaffaret al.1992)andoperations
research
(Karloff
1991)
to handlesimultaneous
actionsinvolving
continuous
changeand occurring
overextended
timeintervals.
ZENOsupports
metricconstraints,
exogenous
events,
domain axioms, and deadline goals with a sound and
complete algorithm (Penberthy & Weld 1994; Penberthy1993).PYRRHUS(WiUiamson& Hanks 1994;
1996)alsohandles
deadline
goals,but usesdecision
theoretic
techniques
to balancethe costof a plan
againstthe degreeof goalsatisfaction
(Haddawy
Hanks1992).The BURIDANplanneradopteda probabilistic
modelof theworldin whichactions
couldhave
uncertain
effects(Kushmerick,
Hanks,& Weld1995);
C-BURIDAN(Draper,Hanks,& Weld 1994) extends
thismodelwithsensingactionsand andapproach
to
contingent
actionexecution
whichbuildson the approachof CNLP(Peot& Smith1992).
A central
problem
in planner-based
control
of softwareagentsis incomplete
information
(Olawsky
& Gini
1990;Krebsbach,
Olawsky,
& Gini1992).Afterall,
no softbot
couldbe familiar
withthecontents
of all
bulletin
boards,
FTPsites,andwebpages.Thepossibilityof incomplete
information,
meansthatan agent
mustdistinguish
betweencausation
andobservation.
For example,
it mustdifferentiate
betweenan action
thaterasesthe harddiskandone thatdetectssuch
destruction[
Sincetheprocess
of information
gatheringis a crucial aspect of most applications of software
agents, muchof our work has focussed on the representation of sensors and planning algorithms that handle
such representations.
In theory the C-BURIDAN
representation could be used, but the limitations of existing algorithms render probabilistic representations
intractable for problems of Internet-sized scope. The
XBecauseof its portability and simplicity, ucpop has
been adopted by almost 100 sites worldwide. For information on acquiring the Common
Lisp source code, see
http ://w~. cs. washingt
wma/ucpop, htm’t

on. edu/research/proj

ects/ai/
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UWLrepresentation (Etzioni et al. 1992) provides
simple method for encoding sensing actions and information gathering goals (also known as knowledge
preconditions (Moore 1985; Morgenstern 1987)). Borrowing ideas from the IPEMplanner (Ambros-Ingerson
& Steel 1988), the XlI planner integrates planning
and execution using an extension of the UWLlanguage
that provides quantified sensing operations of the form
"For all files in the directory, observe their name
andtheirlength."
(Golden,
F, tzioni,& Weld1994;
1996).TheInternet
softbot,
RODNEY(Etzioni
& Weld
1994),
iscontrolled
byXllasexplained
inthenextsection.Ourmostrecentplanneris calledOCCAM(Kwok
& Weld1996);it buildsuponthe systemsdescribed
aboveand borrowsideasfromdatabasetheory(Ullman 1988; 1989; Rajaraman, Sagiv, & Ullman 1995;
Levy, Srivastava, & Kirk 1995).

~

~nder
MetaCrawler

ILA

imately 100 action descriptions as encoded in an extension of UWL.The model manager is a specialized
database that stores everything that RODNEY
has observed about the world. The most novel aspect of the
model manager is its capacity for local closed-world
reasoning (Etzioni, Golden, & Weld 1994). Closedworld reasoning -- the ability to draw conclusions
based on the assumption that one knows about the
existence of all relevant objects -- is essential for
goal-directed behavior (Ginsberg 1987). For example,
whendirected to find the cheapest direct flight, travel
agents assume that after accessing their collection of
databases they have information about e~ery relevant
flight. Underlying the model manager is ttle insight
that closed-world reasoning is both essential and dangerous. Clearly, the Internet is so vast that the Softbot can’t assume that it knows the contents of ever~
database on every host. However, after accessing the
SABREreservation system, RODNEY must be able to
conclude that it has local closed world information: it
knowsthe price of every flight between the cities in
question. The model manager performs fast inference
on local closed-world information -- if the user later
specifies that the carrier must be United Airlines, then
RODNEYneed not accessSABREagain.But if RODNEYis informed
of an unspecified
fareincrease
or the
creation
ofa newflight,
thenit willretract
itsconclusionof localclosed
worldinformation
andgathermore
information.

Figure
2: Partial
softbot
family
tree(notintended
as
comprehensive
listing
of software
agentprojects).
Arrowsindicate
significant
intellectual
ancestry;
boldface
indicates
development
at the University
of Washington.Blackboxessurround
agentsthathavegeneralpurpose,
deliberative
control.

The Softbot

Story

Figure 2 shows an abbreviated genealogy of our software agents. RODNEY, the patriarch, consists of four
major modules -- task manager (approximately 10%
of the code), xII planner (25%), Internet resource models (30%), and model manager (25%) --in addition
miscellaneous support code (10%); see figure 3. The
task manager resembles an operating system scheduler;
all important softbot activities (i.e., both cognitive
tasks such as planning and active tasks such as connecting to a gopher server) are controlled by this mechanism. The xII planner was described briefly in the
previous section; see (Golden, Etzioni, & Weld 1994;
1996) for more information.
The Internet domain
models provide RODNEY
with background information about the Internet -- primarily a set of approx270 AIPS-96

Figure 3: Architecture of the RODNEY
softbot.
AlthoughRODNEYwas a successin mostrespects,
thereweretwounsatisfying
aspects
to itsoperation:
the unwieldy
sizeof theUWL encodings
of Internet
services,
andthedifficulty
of specifying
search
con-
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trol knowledge in the metalevel control language that
xII inherited from PRODIGY
via UCPOP.Although the
planner handled many goals effectively, it was more
brittle than we liked. To some extent this was understandable, since RODNEY’s
model of roughly a hundred
UNIXcommandsand Internet services made it one of
the largest planning domain theories reported in the
literature,
comparable to the those of OPLAN (Currie & Tate 1991) and SIPE (Wilkins 1988a; 1988b;
1990).
In any case, we wanted to do even better. Research
led us in several directions. One tack eschewedgeneral
purpose, planner-based control as being too difficult;
the resulting METACRAWLER
(Selberg & Etzioni 1995)
is a special purpose softbot optimized to deal with multiple search engines in parallel. Arguably, it is a huge
success, handling 40,000 hits a day; but is it AI? Perhaps the METACRAWLER
is best thought of as enabling
technology for subsequent AI research. For example,
the AHOYhomepage finder (Shakes, Langheinrich,
Etzioni 1996) uses a heuristic evaluation function to
filter METACRAWLER
output for UP~s likely to represent the type of page sought by the user. The raw
performance of the METACBAWLER
enables an intriguing bootstrapping technique: user evaluations of AHOY
performance provide high quality data for use as training data in a learning algorithm; whenthe learner produces an improved heuristic function, the improved accuracy attracts more users and hence more evaluations
for an upward performance spiral.
Other projects
pursued the dream of creating general-purpose
softbots.
Since one problem
with
RODNEY was the time-consuming
process of
hand coding resource models, the ILA learning system (Perkowitz & Etzioni 1995) addressed the task
of automatically learning these models by computerdirected interaction with Internet sites. Motivated
by the task popularized by BARGAINFINDER
(Krulwich 1995), the SHOPBOTcomparison shopping
agent (Doorenbos, Etzioni, & Weld 1996) used ILAstyle learning technology to autonomously develop
models of electronic vendors. Wealso explored with
the idea of procedural control of subgoaling behavior (in contrast with the SOAR-likemetaievel declarative representation in RODNEY.
The resulting system,
which we called SIMON(Kwoket al. 1995), resembled
RAPS (Firby 1987). Although SIMONwas somewhat
faster and a bit more predictable than RODNEY, it
was just as hard (if not harder) to knowledgeengineer.
Encoding strategies for handling universally quantified goals was particularly time-consuming in our RAPS
framework.
Meanwhile, at ISI, the SIMS project (Knoblock,
Arens, & Hsu 1994) had developed a databaseintegration softbot that used planning-based control
similar to that pioneered by xII. Like xII the SIMS
planner (called SAGE(Knoblock 1995)) was based
UCPOP, but SAGEallows
parallel execution which xn

lacks. And at AT&T,researchers were developing the
INFORMATION
MANIFOLD
(Levy, Srivastava,
& Kirk
1995) which used an elegant and compact representation of information sources, stemming from database
theory. In many respects this representation is less
expressive than the extended UWLlanguage used by
RODNEY and SIMON; for example, it can not represent causal effects or world-state preconditions. On
the other hand, since reduced expressiveness often
translates into tractability,
we have borrowed some
of these ideas in the design of our OCCAM
softbot.
The OCCAM
planner is fully implemented (Kwok
Weld 1996), and work proceeds on the execution system which uses the decision theoretic techniques developed in PYRRHUS
(Williamson & Hanks 1994)
gather information in the most effective manner.

The Future
As the Internet environment grows ever more complex,
users will demandincreasingly flexible agents to assist
them. While special purpose agents will always have
a role, the future belongs to softbots with generalpurposed deliberative control. However, in order to
realize the dream of such powerful agents acting in a
domain as vast and dynamic as the Internet, the planning community must continue to make fast research
progress on a variety of fronts. Automatic construction of powerful search control knowledge, e.g. (Etzioni 1993b; Smith & Peot 1996), is a crucial challenge -- especially for planners with expressive languages. Algorithms from constraint satisfaction and
operations research should be integrated with modern planning representations (Penberthy & Weld 1994;
Joslin & Pollack 1995; Kantz & Sleman 1996). New
approaches for reasoning about incomplete information
and sensing actions should be developed; local closed
world reasoning algorithms (Etzioni, Golden, & Weld
1994) should be extended to handle worlds where exogenous change is common. Probabflistic approaches
must be investigated to a greater extent. Tractable
applications of decision theory have great promise for
evaluating the value of information and determining
the best information sources to query.
Much remains to be done, but with hard work we
can ensure the ubiquity of planning technology in cyberspace. To paraphrase an ancient Chinese saying:
a planning-based softbot is worth a thousand shellscripts.
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